This paper presents a n o vel hierarchical shape description scheme based on propagating the image gradient radially. This radial propagation is equivalent t o a v ectorial convolution with sector elements. The propagated gradient eld collides at centers of convex/concave shape components, which can be detected as points of high directional disparity. A n o vel vectorial disparity measure called Cancellation Energy is used to measure this collision of the gradient eld, and local maxima of this measure yield feature tokens. These feature tokens form a compact description of shapes and their components and indicate their central location and size. In addition, a Gradient Signature is formed by the gradient eld that collides at each center, which is itself a robust and size-independent description of the corresponding shape component. Experimental results demonstrate that the shape description is robust to distortion, noise and clutter. An important a d v antage of this scheme is that the feature tokens are obtained pre-attentively, without prior understanding of the image. The hierarchical description is also successfully used for similarity-invariant recognition of 2D shapes with a multi-dimensional indexing scheme based on the Gradient Signature.
Introduction
Shape description methods are divided into two main approaches: \top-down" and \bottom-up", where we by \bottom-up" refer to aggregation or grouping of boundary features into standard shapes 5] 2] 3] 1]. \Top-down" approach is mostly based on tting curve segments to the actual shape. For the second category, w e can mention here methods based on snakes 14], splines 15], balloons 11], bubbles 6], etc. Examples of the \bottom-up" approaches are ame propagation 9] 12], medial axis transform 17], etc. The method described in this paper also is a \bottom-up" approach. The method is based on propagation, however, it considerably di ers from previous methods such as \grass re" 18], skeletoning 16] or di usion methods 6] in two important aspects: the direction of propagation of boundary gradient information is radial (straight lines in all directions) and the information propagated is vectorial (boundary gradient) and not scalar.
The main aim of this work is to pre-attentively segment a given image into its di erent shapes, and also to obtain an hierarchical segmentation of each shape into its parts, subparts and features. Furthermore, we w ould also like to obtain a description of each of these shape components or signatures of subparts 4]. The term`shape components' includes whole shapes, its parts, subparts and features. Shape components are either convex or concave, or a combination thereof, and could be closed or open. A common property of all shape components is that their boundary directions oppose each other to some degree 5]. For example, the gradient of a corner formed by two lines has directional disparity, with the bisector as the axis of symmetry. If the gradient of the corner is propagated in all directions with constant v elocity, then its axis can be identi ed as the set of points that receive opposing directions at any given instant. Similarly, in the ideal case of a circle, the gradient values received at the center from all directions are opposing and cancel each other completely. In contrast, an isolated straight line does not have any variation in boundary direction, and therefore does not qualify as a shape component. In general, the directional disparity at a point is due to the collision of the propagated gradient received at this point. If this disparity can be quanti ed, one could detect the centers of shape components as those points that have maximum directional disparity. Furthermore, as a byproduct, the gradient values received at this center (from all directions) form a polar description of the shape component. An important advantage of the gradient propagation scheme is that it does not require apriori knowledge of the center, size or orientation of each shape in the image (which are in any case unknown), and thus yields pre-attentive segmentation and description of the image. We would like to stress here that unlike conventional schemes that use distance or amplitude information 7], our gradient propagation scheme utilizes the directional information of the shape boundary.
The principle of gradient propagation is implemented here. In our implementation, each point in the input image transmits its gradient v alue with a constant v elocity in all directions. The propagation is divided into angular sectors, with each sector propagated separately. Every point in the output image accumulates the gradient value it receives from the gradient transmissions for each sector. Thus, each point transmits and receives the Propagated Gradient (PG). The`age' of the PG is de ned as the distance from the original transmission point. The PG independently accumulated over all the sectors at a given point i s a v ector of directions called the Gradient Signature (GS). Thus, each component of the GS vector represents the average boundary direction of the input image within the corresponding receptive eld centered at this location. The GS changes with age as the PG has larger distances. Thus, the output GS vector obtained at a point corresponds to a time-varying polar representation of the directional information of the shape boundary. Similar shapes with di erent sizes (scales) will yield identical GSs although at di erent ages.
As previously mentioned, the GS generated at the center of each shape component will have high directional disparity due to collision of the propagated gradient. The extent of this collision is measured using a new vectorial disparity measure called Cancellation Energy (CE). Local maxima of CE in the spatial and scale dimensions generate feature tokens that denote the corresponding shape components. Since each propagation age corresponds to another propagated distance or scale, the feature tokens that are created at early ages correspond to small shape components, and feature tokens at a later age correspond to larger shape components, leading to a nal central feature token that represents the entire shape (see Fig. 2 and Fig. 3 ). The location of the feature token is the local center of balance of directions for the corresponding shape component. This is di erent from the conventional centroid or center of gravity of the shape, since it is based on vectorial information of the boundary and not on boundary location such as in 17] 10] 6].
Thus, the propagation process generates a set of feature tokens which hierarchically represent sub-parts of shapes, complete shapes, objects and even con gurations of objects (see Fig. 5 and Fig. 6 ). In addition, each feature token includes the Gradient Signature (GS), which is a location and size independent polar representation of the portion of the shape boundary that generated it. Due to the inherent averaging process in the generation of the GS, the representation is quite robust to noise and boundary distortions (see Fig. 4 , Fig. 5 and Fig. 6 ). Thus, the shape description method provides a pre-attentive and hierarchical segmentation of the scene image with robust description of sub-parts of shapes, whole shapes, complete objects and even con gurations of objects.
In this paper, we also present a preliminary approach t o 2 D s i m i l a r i t y-transform invariant recognition using feature tokens and GSs. The recognition paradigm we use is an enhanced version of the multi-dimensional indexing approach 8] which is compatible to our hierarchical shape description with GSs. Experiments over a database of 25 di erent s h a p e s yield 100% recognition over all possible rotations, two octaves of scaling, and translations.
Feature Tokens by Gradient Propagation
The input to the propagation system v(x y) is an image of the complex-valued edge gradient eld, the real part representing the horizontal edge components of the image and the imaginary part representing the vertical edges. The propagation is implemented by correlating v(x y) with a series of kernels S(x y a i ) i = 0 :::N ; 1 that represent polar sectors of propagation, where a represents the radius of the sector, represents the sector's angular width, and i represents the bisector angle of the i-th sector. The radius a represents thè age' or distance of propagation. All the sectors have the same angular width and the set of bisector angles f i g are chosen such that the sectors do not overlap and completely cover a full circle. The correlation of v(x y) w i t h S(x y a i ) is accomplished by correlating the real part and the imaginary part of v with S separately. Then the output of the correlation P i (x y a) for the i-th sector and propagation age a is given by P i (x y a) = v(x y) S(x y a i ) = 2 =N i = 2 i=N + =N i= 0 :::N ;1 (1) where represents the independent correlation with the real and imaginary parts, and N is the number of sectors. One could also generate the same result by allowing each input point to transmit its gradient within an angular sector ( ipped in direction), and summing the received values at a given output point. This is mathematically equivalent t o c o n volving the given image gradient with the ipped sector as shown in Fig. 1 . Thus, the propagated gradient is represented by a set of gradient elds generated from the input image gradient by a bank of lters (multiple linear operators), with one lter for each propagation direction and age. In our experiments, we use 128 128 images, N = 24 directions, and a range of ages a = 1:::128. Since the above implementation is computationally expensive, we have designed a parallel architecture that uses a large number of simple linear nodes that are locally connected to achieve the same result. For a given location and age we obtain a vector of N complex values. Each complex value represents the vectorial summation of all the input edge gradients in the corresponding sector for the age a. However, if multiple edges occur within the speci ed sector, this accumulated gradient will not faithfully represent the latest edge information since it also contains gradient of all the previously propagated edges. We can isolate only the latest edge by analyzing the derivative o f P i (x y a) with respect to the age a. Then, the i-th component of the Gradient Signature vector G(x y a) i s d e n e d as arg G i (x y a )]=arg P i (x y a );P i (x y a 2 )] a 1 = m a x ft: t<a @P i (x y t)=@t6 = 0 g a 2 =maxft: t < a 1 @ P i (x y t)=@t= 0 g
Convolution Operation Tansmission Equivalence
Usually, w e set j G i (x y a) j= 1 i f j P i (x y a);P i (x y a 2 ) j is larger than some threshold, so that the GS only represents directions without reference to the amplitude of the accumulated gradient. In the above equation, a 1 represents the most recent age at which new edge gradient information was received at (x y), and a 2 represents the age at which this edge element w as rst encountered. Therefore, P i (x y a 2 ) represents the accumulated gradient over all the previously propagated edges in this sector, excluding the current edge. By removing this from the current v alue P i (x y a) w e retain only the accumulated gradient of the most recent edge element propagated into the center. Thus, for a given propagation age a and location (x y), the Gradient Signature G(x y a) = fG i (x y a) i = 0:::N ; 1g forms a vectorial gradient eld, that is a polar representation of the directions the shape's outermost boundary within the radius a, centered at (x y).
As described in Section 1, the propagated vectorial eld G(x y a) has high directional disparity at the centers of convex and concave shape subparts and features. This disparity is quanti ed by a newly de ned measure called Cancellation Energy (x y a) de ned as 
where i are nonnegative weights usually set to 1=N. High values of CE occurat locations where the propagated gradient cancels out signi cantly. For instance, ideal arc features elicit a CE maximum at the arc's center and at an age proportional to the arc radius, with magnitude proportional to the arc length. Maximum CE is obtained at the center of a circle since all the edge vectors on a circle perfectly cancel each other when propagated to the center. Therefore, we use local maxima (in spatial and scale dimensions) of the CE measure to create feature tokens. The location of the feature token represents a local center of balance of boundary directions for the corresponding shape component, and the age a represents its size. Note that this center is di erent from the conventional centroid or center of gravity o f the shape since it is based on directional information.
Thus, the propagation process forms an hierarchical structure of feature tokens which, at di erent scales (ages), represents sub-parts of shapes, complete shapes, objects and even con gurations of objects.
For a g i v en feature token, the GS contains only directions and adapts to the location of the shape. Therefore, it is intrinsically size and location independent. The location and size information of the corresponding shape component is available separately in the location (x y) and age a of the feature token. The size and location independence of the GS is an extremely useful property, since it allows scale-and translation-invariant recognition. In fact, even rotation can beeasily normalized as shown in Section 3. Moreover, since the GS is obtained locally, partial occlusion does not alter the GS of the visible parts of the shape. Hence, it is also feasible to robustly recognize partially occluded objects using GSs. Figure 2 shows the feature tokens for a test airplane shape (drawn as white circles for convex parts and black circles for concave parts) resulting from our shape description scheme. All the important parts of the airplane are captured hierarchically by the feature tokens, including a central feature token that represents the whole shape. Each concavity and convexity has its own feature token with an associated GS that describes the portion of the shape boundary that created it. This is illustrated in Fig. 3 where the GSs of the central feature token and one peripheral tokens are used to reconstruct the corresponding boundary portions. One can see that the central token captures the rough outline of the airplane quite accurately, and one can even recognize a generic airplane from this information alone. In addition, the peripheral token represents the ner details of the concavity near the tail accurately. Furthermore, the generation of feature tokens and GSs is not sensitive to gaps and distortion in the shape boundary, or to noise and clutter in the image. This is because of the inherent averaging process in the accumulation of the propagated gradient. Since the propagation process integrates the gradient information over a whole sector, small gaps and perturbations are averaged out and canceled, and only signi cant shapes generate feature tokens. Figure 4 displays two reconstructions of the central feature tokens obtained for a clean and a distorted rectangle. It is seen that the averaged information in the GS quite accurately represents a rectangle, despite the boundary distortion. Fig. 6 display the convex and concave feature tokens respectively, (drawn as dark circles with radius corresponding to detected feature size) obtained for the overlaid real image of multiple o ce items in a natural background. One can see that the three objects and their parts are robustly segmented by corresponding central feature tokens. The largest feature token obtained represents the location and size of the overall con guration of the three objects. The concave feature tokens capture the`holes' in the upper two objects and also the gaps between objects. One may observe that there is a prominent texture in the background and on the cylindrical object, and that there is noise and clutter in the image. In fact, the edge gradient computed obtained for this image has broken segments and some noisy portions as well. We nd that the gradient propagation scheme is robust to these perturbations, and that one is able to robustly detect feature tokens using the CE measure even with multiple grayscale objects in the scene.
3 Similarity-Invariant Recognition by GS-based Indexing
In order to demonstrate the e ectiveness of the shape description scheme, this section presents preliminary recognition results based on a Multi-Dimensional Indexing (MDI) scheme 8]. Multi-dimensional means that the index contains rich information based on several shape features (considered as the di erent dimensions of a feature vector). MDI alleviates many of the problems of low-dimensional indexing schemes originally proposed by Lamdan et al. 13] as \geometric hashing." The GS is a discretized polar representation of the gradient of the shape boundary. Each component of the GS vector denotes the average boundary direction of the shape within a polarsector. If we normalize each component of the GS with respect to the corresponding sector's bisector angle i , then each component of the normalized GS becomes rotationinvariant. The GS description is already translation and scale-invariant, and rotations of the shape only generate a cyclic shift of the normalized GS components, without altering their value. In order to overcome the cyclic shift, we de ne a set of similarity invariant indices based on all possible pairs of the normalized GS components. Given a pair of GS components (G i G j ) i 6 = j, then the corresponding rotation-invariant index is a 3-tuple uniquely de ned by the cyclic sector o set (j ; i)mod N between the two components, and the quantized angles of the pair of GS components, arg(G i ) and arg(G j ). In our experiments, we use N = 24 sectors and quantize the angles in steps of 10 degrees.
We have implemented the GS-based indexing scheme using the above mentioned 3-dimensional similarity invariant indices. The set of model shapes used are displayed in Fig. 7 . The similarity-invariant indices from the model GSs are stored in a hashing table along with the associated models. The test set of shapes include all the 25 models rotated in steps of 10 degrees from 0 to 180 degrees and scaled over a range of two octaves. We nd that the indexing scheme achieves 100% recognition, i.e. successfully recognizes every rotated and scaled version over all the 25 models. Note that some of the shapes in the library (such as the circle and the ellipse) cannot be represented robustly by previous methods that rely on \interest points" 13]. Other shapes cannot be e ectively represented by conics. Our Figure 7 : Set of 25 model shapes used for similarity-invariant recognition. 100% recognition is achieved over all rotations and over two octaves of scale.
GS representation method is therefore more compatible with common shapes.
